
Previous: 4,623.4 PSEi change: 3.36%

High: 4,936.2 Best: ALI +14.60%

Low: 4,677.7 2nd best: SMC +14.48%

Close: 4,778.8 2nd worst: TEL -6.87%

Val. traded (mn): 5,584.0 Worst: GTCAP -14.46%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0250 3.1990 5 years +0.1090 4.7970

6 months +0.0240 3.4220 7 years +0.1760 4.9000

1 year +0.0020 3.7210 10 years +0.1070 4.9400

2 years +0.0190 4.3480 20 years +0.0060 5.2910

3 years +0.0320 4.5360 30 years +0.0010 5.3010

4 years +0.0630 4.6810

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.100 50.970 EUR/USD 1.0692 1.0692

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0076 -0.0330 5 years -0.2287 0.4585

6 months -0.0177 -0.0152 10 years -0.2950 0.8454

2 years -0.1373 0.3134 30 years -0.3679 1.4169

Philippine peso

March 23, 2020

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities posted a slight recovery on the back of some bargain hunting. Local fixed income yields further rose on weak demand as investors prefer cash

amid the COVID-19 outbreak. The Philippine peso strengthened slightly following the rise in the local stock market.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities dropped to three year lows, while safer haven assets including US Treasury and the US dollar both strengthened, as the COVID-19 continued to 

spread and as fatalities continued to increase across the globe. On the other hand, Asian and European equities recovered as some market optimism came 

about as countries introduced various fiscal and monetary stimulus.

 Local fixed income yields further rose yesterday on weak demand as investors
continued to prioritize cash amid the COVID-19 outbreak. On average, yields
rose 4.67 bps DoD led by the long-end which rose 3.80 bps. Yields at the belly
and short-end of the curve rose by 9.50 bps and 0.50 bps DoD.

 Local equities mildly recovered as investors went bargain hunting after the
local stock exchange closed for two days due to enhanced quarantine
implemented for the entire Luzon. The financial sector took the lead on the rise
registering a 6.67% increase, followed by Holding firms which rose by 3.75%.
The PSEi closed at 4,778.76 (3.36% DoD).

 The Philippine Stock Exchange announced via its website that it was granted
approval by the SEC to reduce the lower static threshold to 30% (prev. 50%)
below the previous close or the Last Adjusted Closing Price, whichever is
applicable. Meanwhile, the upper static threshold will remain 50% above the
reference price. This move is seen to reduce market volatility amid COVID-19.

 Aboitiz Equity Ventures (PSE Ticker: AEV) will be waiving rental fees for its
Luzon and Visayas malls and extending credit card fees for its credit card users
in an effort to cushion the impact of COVID-19 on its clients. AEV's banking
arm, Union Bank of the Philippines, gave a 30-day extension and waived late
fees for credit cards, housing loans, auto loans, and quick loans to qualified
clients.
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 US equities ended lower after volatile trading session. Investors were focused on
the continued increase in cases of COVID-19 pandemic. As of March 22, there
were 292,142 cases with 12,784 fatalities. The DJIA closed at 19,173.98 (-4.55%
DoD) and the S&P 500 ended at 2,304.92 (-4.34% DoD).

 Asian equities rose on optimism that fiscal and monetary stimulus can help
counter the economic impact of COVID-19. Central banks in Taiwan, Indonesia,
and Philippines cut their policy rates. The MSCI APxJ closed at 410.98 (+4.77%
DoD).

 European stocks extended their gains after the announcement of stimulus
measures from the European Central Bank and the Bank of England. The MSCI
Europe closed at 98.24 (+1.68% DoD).

 US Treasury yields continued its decline across the curve, mostly driven by the
long-end, amid fiscal stimulus talks and continued global monetary policy easing,
slightly relieving investors’ worries. On average, yields fell -17.57 bps DoD. The
10Y closed at 0.8454% (-29.5 bps DoD) and the 2Y closed at 0.3134% (-13.73 bps
DoD).

 The US Dollar slightly strengthened as investors continued their move to safer-
haven assets, further evidenced by the decline in US Treasury yields. The DXY
index closed at 102.8170 (+0.060%).

 The Philippine peso slightly strengthened following the bounce back on the
local equity despite the rise in fear over the COVID-19 outbreak .The USD/PHP
pair finished at 50.970 (-0.25% DoD).


